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Computational models for 
distributional semantics
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Repeat: Distributional Hypothesis: "linguistic items with observably 
similar distributions have similar meanings"  

Brief recap  

Some formalisations and general observations on computation of 
distributional semantics 

Evaluation of Learning Language Models 

Neural model, brief overview 

Results from laboration tasks 

Research questions 

Ways forward

Overview
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“the distributional hypothesis”:  

items with similar distributional properties have 
similar meanings  
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the exact choice of method is not critical 
but the the choice of representation is 

with the wrong representation no method will succeed 
with the right representation most methods will 

so who builds the representation?
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computational distributional semantics: 

a set of linguistic items 
a notion of context 
a representation of aggregated such contexts 
a similarity measure for such representations 
a model of semantic relations of interest 
(application task of interest)



parameters of variation

> linguistic items: words? multi-word-terms? constructions? 

> contexts: clauses, dependencies, paragraphs, N neighbouring words, 
documents? 

> frequency weighting: idf? entropy? information measures? odds? 

> similarity metric: cosine, manhattan, euclid? 

> dimension reduction: random projections? principal components? 
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I drink tea

they sip brandy

you imbibe wine

syntagmatic 
 relations

paradigmatic relations
substitional, not cooccurrence

combinatorial, 
cooccurrence

a model of semantic relations of interest 

• synonyms 
• antonyms 
• hypo-, hyper-, mero-, ... *nyms
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a notion of context

i drink very strong coffee at the cafe down the street

0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 2 3 4 4 3 2 1

1 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5

1 0 3 0 0 1

narrow windows ≈ paradigmatic similarity

wider windows ≈ topical similarity
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a notion of context
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build a lexicon: word-word relations

(task of interest): why are we doing this?

build a document system: word-document relations

build a ...

build a topic model: word-topic  
& topic-document relations
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?

latent models? 
meaningful hidden variables? (mixture models) 
probabilities? 
explicit inspectable rules?
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the exact choice of method is not critical 
but the the choice of representation is 

with the wrong representation no method will succeed 
with the right representation most methods will 

so who builds the representation?
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Evaluation



N 
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evaluation: benchmarking + validation
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intrinsic vs extrinsic evaluation

"downstream"
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validation requires use cases
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benchmarking requires standards 

or shared tasks
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TOEFL 
BLESS

CLEF 
TREC 
NTCIR 
FIRE 
SEMEVAL 

haphazardly  
1. randomly  
2. linearly  
3. densely  
4. dangerously

alligator  
aggressive aquatic dangerous hungry ...  
crocodile lizard frog ... 
attack bask eat ... 
animal beast carnivore ... 
eye jaw scale ...

Knowledge Base Acceleration: suggest modifications/extensions to a data base from stream

Contextual Suggestion Track: information needs that are highly dependent on context and user 
interests

Microblog track

eHealth

identifying plants and fish

Social Book Search

Uncovering Plagiarism, Authorship and Social Software Misuse (PAN)
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Evaluating Learning Models

evaluate adaptivity?

test process, not outcome.

test robustness in face of variation
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alligator

crocodile

gnu
cinnamon

materialism

turgid

relative position in semantic space



Example contexts, some found in naturally 
occurring human-generated text, some 
generated by term substitution. (Can you 
pick out which are which?) 

1. health benefits of coconut oil include hair care, 
skin care, and proper digestion and metabolism 

2. the coconut tree is a member of the palm family 

3. in the rendang beef stew from sumatra, chunks of 
beef are cooked in coconut milk along with other 
spices 

4. thanks to a promotion from the airline you can now 
book a coconut to frankfurt for 100 off 

5. he looks dapper in a coconut as he arrives for the 
emporio armani show during milan fashion week 

6. it’s on the 28th floor of the coconut and it’s got 
all the charms of a corporate headquarters
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measure wobble
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further models
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one-hot vs pattern
fixed-dimensional by design

"word embeddings" ≈ Elman’s Simple 
Recurrent Networks, 1990  

neurally inspired computation

engine

simple? complex?

"Recent trends suggest that neuralnetwork-inspired 
word embedding models 
outperform traditiod similarity and 
analogy detecnal count-based distributional 
models on wortion tasks."
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a one layer neural network can only separate linearly 
separable classes 

hence multiple layers 

separability example: XOR (easy to solve with extra 
layer)

deep learning
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 Zhang, Y., & Wallace, B. (2015). A Sensitivity Analysis of (and Practitioners’ 
Guide to) Convolutional Neural Networks for Sentence Classification.
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the exact choice of method is not critical 
but the the choice of representation is 

with the wrong representation no method will succeed 
with the right representation most methods will

remember:
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"word2vec (specifically, SGNS) is doing 
something very similar to what the NLP 
community has been doing for about 20 years; 
it's just doing it really well."
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"... much of the performance gains of word 
embeddings are due to certain system 
design choices and hyperparameter optimizations, 
rather than the embedding 
algorithms themselves. Furthermore, 
we show that these modifications can be 
transferred to traditional distributional 
models, yielding similar gains. In contrast 
to prior reports, we observe mostly local 
or insignificant performance differences 
between the methods, with no global 
advantage to any single approach over the 
others ... "
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lab reports
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lab task 1: 

pick some (preferably quite different) 
languages with non-trivial inflectional 
morphology 

take central vocabulary sample (cf task 
2) 

provide distributional statistics for 
morphological variants in the languages 

do this for some settings of 
distributional computation 

report interesting differences and 
similarities
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lab task 2: 

pick some (preferably quite different) 
languages 

take Swadesh list 

provide distributional statistics for 
items in the list 

do this for some settings of 
distributional computation 

improve the Swadesh list 

report interesting differences and 
similarities
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lab task 3: 

pick some (preferably quite different) 
languages 

build coconut test 

test the coconut test for some settings 
of distributional computation 

report interesting differences and 
similarities
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research questions to keep in mind
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computational distributional semantics: 

a set of linguistic items 
a notion of context 
a representation of aggregated such contexts 
a similarity measure for such representations 
a model of semantic relations of interest 
(application task of interest)
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from words to constructions 
non-linear, non-sequential relations

a set of linguistic items 
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a notion of context 

i drink very strong coffee at the cafe down the street

0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 2 3 4 4 3 2 1

1 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5

1 0 3 0 0 1
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factorisation? 
horizon? 
topology? filaments?

a representation of aggregated such contexts 
a similarity measure for such representations
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what is there beyond paradigmatic  
and syntagmatic relations? 
abstractions? 
associations?  
connotations? 
expectedness and novelty? 
distributional pragmatics? 
what can be said?

a model of semantic relations of interest 



application task of interest

is this an example of that? 

are these two the same? 

has this changed? how? 

what is the relation of this and that? 

is this a new way of saying that? 

are these or those more like this?  

is this typical or strange? 

can we trust this? 

does the author believe this to be true? 

... more questions?
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primarily: return to the notion  
of context: 

a linguist would want to work on it!

and to the basic  
notion of what constitutes and characterises 
a linguistic item 

a linguist would want to work on it too!




